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Units of assessment  Weighting towards 
module mark (%) 

Written assignment 75% 

Pre-reading assignment 25% 

Alternative assessment: for failed submissions, repeat of assignment using 
different subject selected from supplied list 

N/A 

Qualifying condition(s)  
A weighted aggregated mark of 50% is required to pass the module. 

 
 

 
Pre-requisite/co-requisites 

None 

 
 
 
Module overview 

This module provides an introduction to the core concepts, policy challenges and ethical 
issues in Sustainable Development. It is aimed at a wide range of students and provides 
a grounding in sustainability ideas and issues that is self-contained but also prepares stu-
dents for getting the best from the complementary module on Sustainable Development 
Applications.  

 
 
 
 



Module aims 

This course introduces the foundational concepts of Sustainable Development. The module will 
build on the introductory sessions already successfully offered in the current SD week. The aim is 
to provide a rich understanding of the history, politics, ethics and scientific foundations of SD that 
will inspire interest in deeper study. We also aim to equip students to discuss and research com-
plex conceptual and practical challenges in the integration of SD ideas in organisations, policies 
and projects.  

 
 
 
 
Learning outcomes 

On successful completion of this module, students will be able to: 

 Understand the basic principles of sustainable development (K, C) 

 Make sense of current arguments and debates on sustainable development (K, C) 

 Understand the fundamental ethical and political issues raised by sustainable develop-
ment challenges and concepts (K, C, P) 

 Understand and discuss major criticisms levelled at the idea of SD (K, C, P) 

 Engage in debates about the definition, analysis and prospects for realisation of sustaina-
ble development (C, K, T, P) 

Key: C-Cognitive/Analytical; K-Subject Knowledge; T-Transferable Skills; P- Professional/ Practi-
cal skills 

 
 
 
Module content 

Indicative content includes:  

 the nature of development 

 history of sustainable development ideas 

 the Brundtland Report 

 the Sustainability Equation 

 the Planetary Boundaries framework for SD 

 values and the ethical dimensions of sustainable development 

 social dimensions of SD and environmentalism 

 sustainable consumption challenges 

 SD and biodiversity 

 contested issues in defining and decision-making for SD 

 case studies in ethical and political controversies raised by SD 

 political economy of SD 

 critiques of SD 

 analysis of key texts and discussion of films offering case studies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Methods of teaching/learning 

The learning and teaching strategy is designed to:  
 
The module is designed to provide an introduction to sustainable development, including an 
awareness of fundamental issues arising in the evolution of the concept, such as its scientific and 
ethical dimensions, plus the political economy of SD, critiques of sustainability and international 
and national policies. The module is geared towards theory, history of SD and fundamental chal-
lenges that need to be understood and faced in applications of SD in practice. Guest speakers 
from the public, private and ‘Third’ sectors have been engaged to talk about some of the basic 
ethical, political and conceptual issues that they have dealt with in making sustainability a reality 
in their own organisations and projects. 
 
 
The learning and teaching methods include: 

 SurreyLearn-based pre-readings 

 Lectures from module team and various guest lecturers from the public, private and civil 
society sectors. 

 Films and follow-up discussions 

 Discussion groups based on particular challenges and dilemmas 

 Post course study linked to main assessment  
 
35 hours contact time in the module week (Monday to Friday) 
Pre-module work = 30 hours 
Post-module assignment = 85 hours 

 
 
 
Assessment strategy  

The assessment strategy is designed to provide students with the opportunity to demonstrate an-
alytical, critical thinking and writing skills and subject knowledge and interest. The assignments 
offer opportunities to write in different formats and lengths. 
 
The pre- and post-module assignments are designed to build upon the topics covered in the 
module and give the students a chance to explore them in a context that they are especially inter-
ested in. 
 
Thus, the summative assessment for this module consists of: 

 Pre-module individual critical review in blog format (maximum 1000 words) on an topic 
arising from pre-module readings (25%) 

 Post-module individual written assignment (maximum 3000 words) from a supplied list of 
essay topics (75%) 

 
Formative assessment  
 
Feedback from the pre-module assignment will help students with their post-module assignment.  
Sessions at the start and end of the module will cover – in part – the module assignment. Stu-
dents will submit their work via Surrey Learn. 
 
Feedback 
Detailed feedback is given in the marking process, including suggestions on improvements in 
grammar, style and structure.  

 



 
Reading list 

Essential reading 
Tim Jackson. Prosperity without Growth, second edition, Routledge, Abingdon, 2017;   
 
Peter Jacques. Sustainability: the basics, Routledge, Abingdon,  2015;  
 
Stephen Morse. Sustainability: a biological perspective, Cambridge UP, Cambridge, 2010; 
 
WCED, Our Common Future, Oxford UP, Oxford, 1987 (The Brundtland Report); available from 
UN at http://www.un-documents.net/our-common-future.pdf 
 
Recommended reading 
Adisa Azapagic and Slobodan Perdan (eds.), Sustainable Development in Practice: case studies 
for engineers and scientists, Wiley-Blackwell, Chichester, 2011 
 
Susan Baker, Sustainable Development, Routledge,  London, second edition 2016  
 
John Blewitt, Understanding Sustainable Development, Routledge, London, 2015 
 
Anthony Clayton and Nicholas Radcliffe, Sustainability: a systems approach, Earthscan, London, 
1996 
 
Helen Kopnina and Eleanor Shoreman-Ouimet (eds), Sustainability: key issues, 
Earthscan/Routledge, Abingdon, 2015 
 
Jonathon Porritt, The World We Made, Phaidon, London, 2013 
 
Margaret Robertson, Sustainability: principles and practice, Earthscan, London, 2014 
 
Johann Rockstrom and Matthias Klum, Big World, Small Planet, Max Strom Publishing, Stock-
holm, 2015 
 
Jeffrey Sachs, The Age of Sustainable Development, Columbia UP, New York, 2015 
 
Background reading 
None 

 
 


